PROCEEDINGS OF THE STATE POLICE CHIEF
POLICE HEADQUARTERS, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
Present : Loknath Behera IPS
Sub : Police Estt. - State wide Seniority list of Reserve Sub Inspectors as on
01.01.2015 (from 01.01.2010 to 31.12.2014) - Provisional seniority list
publishing of - Orders issued.
Read : 1. Police Headquarters order No.L5/18616/14 dated 09/12/15.
2. Order No.A5/14605/16/TR dated 16/12/2016 of IGP, Tvpm Range.
3.Order No.A5/16570/16/TR dated 21/12/2016 of IGP, Tvpm Range.
4. Order No.A1/7800/09 ER dated 16.12.2016 of IGP, Kochi Range.
5. Order No.A1/19308/16 TSR dated 03.01.2017 of IGP, Thrissur Range.
6. Order No.A4/2514/15 KR dated 05.01.2017 of IGP, Kannur Range.
7. Rule 27 KS&SSR-1958
Order No : L5-191992/2016/PHQ Dated. 13-03-2017
The state wide combined seniority list of Reserve Sub Inspectors for the
period from 01.01.2002 to 31.12.2009 was ﬁnalised and published as per the
Proceedings read as 1st paper above.
All the Ranges have published the new ﬁnalized year wise Seniority lists of
RSIs vide orders read as 2nd to 6th papers above. In the circumstances, the
State wide provisional seniority list of RSIs as on 1.1.2015 (from 01.01.2010 to
31.12.2014) is prepared based on the Range wise seniority lists read as 2nd to
6th paper above and published as annexure appended to this order.
All Unit Heads are requested to circulate the provisional seniority list to all
the concerned within 5 days without fail. Objection, omission and mistakes, if
any, will be reported within ten days from the date of publication of the list.
The Unit heads concerned should
forward the representations of the
incumbents, if any, to Police Headquarters through the Ranges concerned with
speciﬁc remarks along with the documents to substantiate the representation
of the applicant. If no objection is received within the prescribed time limit the
Provisional list of RSIs will be ﬁnalised on the presumption that there is no
objection against the provisional list. Belated representations shall not be
entertained at any rate.This Provisional Seniority list will be available in the
officical website of Kerala Police www. keralapolice .gov.in.
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13-03-2017
Loknath Behera IPS,
State Police Chief
To

Copy
To

: All officers in List 'B' for urgent necessary action.
All DPCs of Cities / Districts for urgent action and report the details of
complaints / omissions etc. if any to Police Headquarters through the Ranges
concerned with specific remarks. If no complaint from any body , a nil report
may be furnished to PHQ within the stipulated time.
: DGP, SCRB for publishing the same in the official website of Kerala Police.
Js, A & T, A3 seat, PHQ for necessary action.
CAs to SPC / ADGP (HQ) / AAIG for information.
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